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Introduction

How an industry-wide DRACAS would help people who 

manage control, command and signalling (CCS) systems

1. What is a DRACAS?

2. Why do we need a DRACAS for CCS systems?

3. Who would benefit?

4. The DRACAS process

5. The DRACAS architecture

6. Implementation



Background

• Southall accident (19/9/1997)

- AWS not working, switched off



Background

• Inquiry findings (Professor John Uff QC):
– Repaired AWS components issued on a common-user basis 

with no means of traceability

– Planned preventative maintenance not achievable

– Inability to link failures to age/duty cycles

– Inability to identify “rogue” components with intermittent faults

Recommendation 23

Databases should be programmed to determine and highlight 

statistically significant trends in faults reported and to display such 

information to managers and maintenance staff.

• New asset management systems: Component Tracker



What is a DRACAS?

• D efect

• R ecording

• A nalysis, and

• C orrective

• A ction

• S ystem

• An asset management 

system

– Incorporating shared 
industry processes, 
resources and a unified IT 
infrastructure

– Everything necessary to 
help people within the rail 
industry to manage system 
performance

– Including the people 
themselves



Why do we need a DRACAS now?

• New control, command and signalling systems

– Increasingly distributed and complex (ETCS and GSM-R)

– A significant shift from infrastructure to train-borne equipment

– Software intensive

– A wide range of operational and geographical contexts

• New = Significant potential for learning

– Limited experience of new CCS systems

– People throughout the industry – many organisations
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Why do we need a DRACAS now?



Why do we need a DRACAS now?
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Why do we need a DRACAS now?

• Railway Group Standard GE/RT8106

– Covers shared train protection systems and radio systems

– Scope is limited to communication between the infrastructure 
manager and railway undertakings

– Only addresses immediate, local level decisions

– Does not facilitate effective system performance analysis for 
tactical and strategic issues

• Existing DRACASs?

– Multiple, project DRACASs

– Asset management component tracking systems

– Whole system - whole life cycle?



Why do we need a DRACAS now?

• Improve rail industry performance and reduce costs

– Manage ongoing change more effectively and efficiently 

• Decisions affect asset safety, performance and cost

– Local / equipment issues (fault teams / depots)

– Tactical business / subsystem issues (asset managers)

– Strategic / system issues (policymakers)

• A DRACAS can help people take better decisions

– Draw attention to significant trends before they cause problems

– Address the root cause of failures

– Reduce the repetitive failures and ‘no-fault-found’ reports

– Eliminate abortive / unnecessary effort



Who would benefit?

• Organisations that implement and operate new CCS 

systems

– Industry strategists

– Project teams that manage planned change

– Asset management teams

– System manufacturers (design and repair)

– Industry suppliers

– Railway operators

• Those who use the railway (customers)

• Those who fund the railway (customers and taxpayers)



Who would benefit?

• CCS DRACAS business model:

– RSSB research report T957 www.rssb.co.uk

• Substantial business benefits

– If there is a significant level of uptake by stakeholders

– Improved access to asset information

– Improved data quality

• Cost benefit: £100s million / 25 years

• Implementation cost: Low £10s millions / 25 years

• The cost to the industry of doing nothing is significant



The DRACAS process

• A single DRACAS process for CCS systems

– Integrate stakeholder asset management processes

• Project teams, maintainers, suppliers, operators

• Infrastructure and rolling stock

• Cover the whole system life-cycle

• Improve and align
• Failure reporting

• Information and data sharing

• Resource management

• Failure investigation and analysis tasks

• Decision making and corrective action

• Information recording and archiving



The DRACAS process
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The DRACAS process



The DRACAS process

• Fix shared CCS system faults more effectively

– Stakeholder cooperation

• Creates a single repository of information over time

– System performance data

– Failure management history 

– Performance trends

– Fault trees

• Builds up industry experience and knowledge

– Potential to spread good practice



DRACAS architecture

• Stakeholder requirements:

– RSSB research report T754 www.rssb.co.uk

– Realise business benefits at the earliest opportunity

– Retain overall responsibility for business decisions

– Retain existing asset management and IT systems

– Avoid multiple data entry

• The DRACAS should be flexible and extensible

– Adaptable to meet different business needs and timescales

– Robust and reliable

– Available

• Timely information

• Data of a known quality



DRACAS architecture
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• The proposed DRACAS IT architecture:

– RSSB research report T960 www.rssb.co.uk

– Multiple methods of providing data services



Implementation

• DRACAS development has reached the stage of:

– A set of high level DRACAS process requirements

– DRACAS role definitions (people and IT)

– A feasible IT architecture design that should fulfil the stakeholder 
requirements

• Evolutionary approach

– In line with introduction of new CCS systems 

– Realise early benefits for ERTMS rollout



Implementation

• Start with basic DRACAS functions

– Messaging functionality

– Core data sharing (GE/RT8106)

• Additional functionality later on

– Querying functions

– Performance analysis tools

• Implementation by industry

– Business cases / funding arrangements

– DRACAS governance

– System specification and design (IT and processes)

– Implementation plan, including training



Conclusions

• A DRACAS for CCS systems

– Potential for substantial business benefits

• Improve CCS system performance

• Improved information sharing between stakeholders

• Improved collaboration

• Support better decisions

• Support industry wide learning

• Reduce unnecessary effort and cost

• Benefits will only be realised if a significant proportion of 

stakeholders implement DRACAS
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